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Wild, O., X. Zhu, and M. J. Prather,  Fast-J: Accurate simulation of in- and below-cloud
photolysis in tropospheric chemical models, J. Atmos. Chem., 37, 245–282, 2000.

a new, fast anisotropic, multiple scattering code using the
full scattering phase function of aerosols and cloud droplets
(still plane parallel)          implemented for 3-D CTMs
[Carmichael's group also has a fast method on regional CTM]
[previous (Landgraf & Crutzen 1998) were parameterized fits]

>> aerosol-chemistry-climate coupling



Bian H., M. J. Prather, and T. Takemura,
Tropospheric aerosol impacts on trace gas budgets through photolysis,
J. Geophys. Res. 108 (D8), 4242, doi:10.1029/2002JD002743, 2003.

Aerosols affect the global budgets of O3, OH, and CH4 in part through their alteration of
photolysis rates and in part through their direct chemical interactions with gases (i.e.,
‘‘heterogeneous chemistry’’). ... Globally averaged, the impact of aerosols on
photolysis alone is to increase tropospheric O3 by 0.63 Dobson units and
increase tropospheric CH4 by 130 ppb (via tropospheric OH decreases of 8%).
These greenhouse gas increases lead to an aerosol indirect effect (counting both
natural and anthropogenic aerosols) of +0.08 W/m2. ... The predominant impact is due
to the aerosols over land; aerosols over the ocean contribute less than a third to
globally integrated changes.



Bian et al, 2003 –
Aerosol-O3 photolytic coupling gives
both increases and decreases in O3



Martin R. V., D. J. Jacob, R. M. Yantosca, M. Chin, and P. Ginoux,
Global and regional decreases in tropospheric oxidants from photochemical
effects of aerosols,
J. Geophys. Res., 108 (D3), 4097, doi:10.1029/2002JD002622, 2003.

We evaluate the sensitivity of tropospheric OH, O3, and O3 precursors to
photochemical effects of aerosols not usually included in global models: (1) aerosol
scattering and absorption of ultraviolet radiation (via Fast-J), and (2) reactive uptake of
HO2, NO2, and NO3.  ... Aerosols decrease the O3O(1D) photolysis frequency by 5-
20% at the surface throughout the Northern Hemisphere (largely due to mineral dust)
and by a factor of 2 in biomass burning regions (largely due to black carbon). Aerosol
uptake of HO2 ... Annual mean OH concentrations decrease by 9% globally and by
5-35% in the boundary layer over the Northern Hemisphere. Simulated CO
increases by 5-15 ppbv in the remote Northern Hemisphere, improving agreement
with observations. Simulated boundary-layer O3 decreases by 15-45 ppbv over India
during the biomass burning season in March, and by 5-9 ppbv over northern Europe in
August, again improving comparison with observations. We find that particulate matter
controls would increase surface O3 over Europe and other industrial regions.



Liao, H., P. J. Adams, S. H. Chung, J. H. Seinfeld, L. J. Mickley, and D. J. Jacob,
Interactions between tropospheric chemistry and aerosols in a unified general
circulation model,
J. Geophys. Res., 108(D1), 4001, doi:10.1029/2001JD001260, 2003.

A unified tropospheric chemistry-aerosol model has been developed within the
Goddard Institute for Space Studies general circulation model (GCM). The model
includes a detailed simulation of tropospheric ozone-NOx-hydrocarbon chemistry as
well as aerosols and aerosol precursors. Predicted aerosol species include sulfate,
nitrate, ammonium, black carbon, primary organic carbon, and secondary organic
carbon. The partitioning of ammonia and nitrate between gas and aerosol phases is
determined by on-line thermodynamic equilibrium, and the formation of secondary
organic aerosols is based on equilibrium partitioning and experimentally determined
parameters. Two-way coupling between aerosols and chemistry provides consistent
chemical fields for aerosol dynamics and aerosol mass for heterogeneous processes
and calculations of gas-phase photolysis rates (via Fast-J). ... As a result of the
coupling between chemistry and aerosols, global burdens of both gas-phase and
aerosol species are predicted to respond nonlinearly to changing emissions of NOx,
NH3, and sulfur.



>> spatial & temporal resolution

What resolution global met fields are available ?

horizontal – 100 km are possible, needed, but not common
current, typical "best" resolution is 200 km.

vertical – coarse (~1 km) resolution is common, 
and nested or mesoscale are usually no better,
prefer 200 m resolution to simulate laminae

temporal – the 6-hr analysis fields are NOT adequate,
various methods of generating continuous data exist,
prefer using forecast or nudged-GCMs to get fields

Can we run the global CTMs at that resolution ?

Do we have to ?



U. Oslo  &  UC Irvine developed met fields 
for chemistry-transport model simulations: 

1)  EC integrated forecast system is run 'daily' to generate 
a sequence of 36-hr overlapping forecasts.

2)  All relevant meteorology (winds, convection, precip, bl ...) 
is integrated and archived every 3 hr.

3)  First 12-hr period ('spin up') is discarded and remaining
24-hr forecasts are pieced together (8 x 3-hr met fields).

4) IFS run at T159 L40, degraded for CTM met fields 

      T63 L40 met fields (190 km x 190 km x 600 m)
(TRACE-P period Jan-Apr 2001)
full trop chemistry + linearized chem for strat O3

      T42 L40 met fields (280 km x 280 km x 600 m)
Jan 2000 – Apr 2001
linearized chem for strat O3 



We thought that T63L40 (190 km x 190 km x 600 m) global would be the best
one could get, e.g. the ITCT-2k2 models used 200-km regional scales and 
finer only in small window -  

TRACE-P global grid 192x96x40

but now Wild is re-running the TRACE-P period with global CTM from
T159L40 met fields, about 100 km  (320x160x40)



Is the FRS/UCI/Oslo CTM 190 km x 190 km x 600 m (dashed) enough resolution?



The DC-8 in situ CO series looks very different
if we apply a running 190 km x 600 m filter
to match CTM capability:



Looking at strat-trop O3 folds in TOMS columns:  T63L40 looks fine!
     example catches an intrusion in over the eastern tropical Pacific.













Looking at tropospheric O3 structure from sondes and LIDAR:

T63L40 is NOT adequate



Tropospheric O3 profile on 1 Mar 2001 at Cheju:  sonde vs. CTM
analysis of space-time precision

CTM matches 500 hPa strat-O3 intrusion and broad bulge above,
but misses thin layer at 300 hPa.  Simulation gets far worse if one shifts
one grid cell to north/south, with large strat intrusion 2 cells to the north. 

O3 ppb, shifted by 100 ppb, model in color



Tropospheric O3 profile on 1 Mar 2001 at Cheju:  sonde vs. CTM
analysis of space-time precision

CTM catches 500 hPa strat-O3 intrusion precisely in time,  the 300 hPa 
peak appears 6-12 hr later, and the CTM predicts the correct evolution of 
the profile 24 hr later (new sonde on 2 Mar).

O3 ppb, shifted by 100 ppb, model in color



TRACE-P:   FRSGC/UCI CTM simulation of LIDAR curtains TROPICS



TRACE-P:   FRSGC/UCI CTM simulation of LIDAR curtains EXTRA-TROPICS



>> processes

Do we have adequate representation of key aerosol processes ?

BL mixing and venting
Sub-grid organized structures (roll clouds, ...)
Mesoscale systems and subsidence
Convection entrainment and detrainment



>> errors ("get everyone to do the same year")

Kiley, C. M., et al.,
An intercomparison and evaluation
of aircraft-derived and simulated CO
from seven chemical transport models
during the TRACE-P experiment,
J. Geophys. Res., 108(D21), 8819,
doi:10.1029/2002JD003089, 2003.



Kiley et al., 2003.

TRACE-P CO

everyone had
different sources
(except direct
Asian emissions)



>> errors ("get everyone to do the same year")

Sources of Error in Chemistry-Transport Modeling

Part 1. Transport
a. Tracer transport & mixing
b. Meteorological Fields

Part 2.  Chemistry
a. . . .

Part 3. Emissions
a. . . .

So let's do something simple and get everyone to do the same CTM calculation!
under auspices of the NASA Global Modeling Initiative



Part 1. The Transport Part of a CTM:
a. Tracer transport & mixing
b. Meteorological Fields      use the same met fields 

Transport error occurs due to numerical approximations in the CTM core
    (e.g., gridding, flux corrections, advection, boundary layer, convection)

Take two CTM ‘cores’ that we expect to have highly accurate tracer transport
     and hence expect to give similar answers and help us define transport error
 
Lin-Rood tpcore:  flux-form SLT, stores only tracer mass in each grid cell,

calculates high-order polynomial fit for advection (only) and discards
after transport, flux corrections to keep positive and eliminate ripples

Prather SOM:  flux-form upstream, stores and uses parabolic fit (second-order
moments) to each tracer within each grid cell (9 moments), uses 
moments for advection, boundary layer, convection, emissions.



Why fossil-fuel CO2 as the test case?

Uniform fossil-fuel CO2 emissions are only one (boring) piece of the
atmospheric CO2 problem and do not begin to address the missing sink,
biomass burning signal, ….

BUT

ff-CO2 is still the major cause of the North-South gradient in CO2.
TransCom3 produced similar results for a wide range of CTMs.

ff-CO2 is similar to most industrialized emissions (e.g., CFCs in the
1980s, SF6) and can be scaled to compare with observed inter-
hemispheric gradients of these species.

A linearly increasing CO2 abundance (constant 1995 ff-CO2
emissions) can be used to track the age-of-air in the stratosphere.



ff-CO2
Carbon Dioxide Emission Estimates from Fossil-Fuel Burning, 
Hydraulic Cement Production, and Gas Flaring for 1995 on a
1-deg x 1-deg Grid Cell Basis.
Antoinette L. Brenkert, CDIAC, Oak Ridge National Laboratory

• initialize with zero fossil fuel CO2
• run for 10 years with 1995 ff-CO2 emissions 
• emissions scaled to 6.17 Tg-C/yr = 2.92 ppm/yr
• (slightly different from TransCom3:  used 1990  1995)



Understanding the dispersion 
and mixing of fossil-fuel CO2 
is a critical element in inversions
and understanding sources/sinks.

Can we reduce range that includes
both CTMs and met fields?



GMI study of accuracy in global tracer transport  
      use same GISS-2’ 4ox5ox23-Layer met fields with GMI CTM and UCI CTM

Two basic simulations:
A.  1hr / 3hr step (init f=1 in L=1 & 15, use Jan 1 21-24Z met fields)
B.  10-year run with ff-CO2 emissions (init Jan 1 with f=0)
      (fossil-fuel emissions 1995 pattern, 6.17 Pg/yr = 2.92 ppm/yr)

Focus on:
1.  Are we using the same met field (1 hr / 3 hr)
2.  Stratospheric age-of-air  (10-year run)
3.  Surface and column CO2 patterns (10-year run)

Sensitivity studies:
Standard full run (std-A), Advection only (adv-E), 
Advection and BL-mixing only (ncnv-F) with GMI & UCI

      plus
Different methods of BL mixing, convective entrainment, 
and averaging over extended polar zones with UCI only



GMI

UCI

GMI appears more “diffusive”
UCI retains higher abundances
    over source regions.

 10-yr runs for Trop. CO2 

a. surface CO2 mixing ratio
&

b. column CO2 mixing ratio

annual or monthly means from Yr 10

N.B. model 4x5 grid shown



UCI  -  GMI monthly 

CO2 difference (ppm)



It is the advection algorithm that is
the primary cause of the difference;
boundary-layer mixing and convection
tend to smooth out the CO2 distribution
and reduce differences!full std CTM

advect + B.L. advect only

+2.9 +2.7
+2.7

+14.6 +11.4
+13.0



UCI – GMI (GISS)UCI – GMI (GISS)UCI – GMI (GISS)

GISS – DAO met

GISS – diff GISS met

GISS(yr+1) – GISS(yr) met





>> errors
(numerics is still a problem with aerosols)



>> what can we expect in a couple years?


